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Abstract: Group-oriented web information systems (GWISs) are web-based data-
intensive systems that are used by a group of people in order to fulfill common tasks. In
particular, there are different roles for the users, each associated with some rights and
obligations. The group orientation implies that some of these obligations and rights
depend on actions done by other roles. In this article a deontic logic for formulating
and reasoning about such obligations and rights is presented.

1 Introduction

A web information system(WIS) is a data-intensive information system that is realized and
distributed over the web with user access via web browsers. Information is made available
via pages including a navigation structure between them and to sites outside the system.
Furthermore, there should also be operations to retrieve data from the system or to update
the underlying database(s).

Such WISs have been applied to various areas including e-business and e-commerce,
e-learning, information services, cooperative web-based systems, but neither is there a
commonly agreed methodology for all these areas nor an understanding of the particular
needs for some applications. Instead of this, a lot of work is concentrated on a prob-
lem triplet consisting of content, navigation and presentation, i.e. modelling databases,
hypertext structures and page layout. Examples of such development methodologies are
among many others the ARANEUS framework [AGS98, BGP00], the OOHDM frame-
work [RGS00, RSL99, SR98], the the WebML work in [CFP99, CFB+03, FP98] and the
Co-Design Approach [DT01, KSWM04, STZ04]. In addition, a lot of work has been
investigated on appropriate presentations [GT99, VLH02].

Our own work emphasises a methodology oriented at abstraction layers and the co-design
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of structure, operations and interfaces. At a high level of abstraction this first leads to
storyboarding, an activity that addresses the design of underlying application stories. Fur-
theron, the scenes in the stories have to be adequately supported, which leads tomedia
types, i.e. views extended by adaptivity and hierarchies.

In this article we concentrate on group-oriented WISs (GWISs). A GWIS is used by
a group of users in fulfillment of common tasks. In particular, there are different roles
for the users, each associated with some rights and obligations. The group orientation
implies that some of these obligations and rights depend on actions done by other roles.
We will define a deontic logic for formulating and reasoning about such obligations and
rights following [BWM02, DMWK96, ES99, WM93, WM91]. The logic will direct the
navigation of a user in a particular role through the system by forbidding certain actions,
unless some deontic pre-conditions are satidfied. Furthermore, the logic permits deciding
whether goals of group-oriented tasks can be reached or not.

The deontic logic will be linked to processes that describe actions in the story space. The
processes are build from the actions at the scenes in the story space, and they will form a
many-sorted Kleene algebra with tests [Ko97, ST04].

In Section 2 we describe how the story space can be modelled. Starting from a simple
description by a labelled multi-graph we derive a process algebra along the lines of the
languageSiteLang [DT01]. We will illustrate the language with an example from an
e-banking application. In Section 3 we introduce roles, which basically lead to rights and
obligations. We then formalize them using a deontic logic, and continue the e-banking
application. Finally, we conclude with a brief summary.

2 Storyboarding

In order to fullfil tasks users navigate between abstract locations, and on this navigation
path they execute a number of actions. We regard a location together with local actions, i.e.
actions that do not change the location, as a unit calledscene. Then a WIS can be decribed
by a edge-labelled directed multi-graph, in which the vertices represent the scenes, and
the edges represent transitions between scenes. Each such transition may be labelled by
an action executed by the user. If such a label is missing, the transition is due to a simple
navigation link. The whole multi-graph is then called thestory space.

Roughly speaking, astory is a path in the story space. It tells what a user of a particular
type might do with the system.

The combination of different stories to a subgraph of the story space can be used to de-
scribe a “typical” use of the WIS for a particular task. Therefore, we call such a subgraph a
scenario. Usually storyboarding starts with modelling scenarios instead of stories, coupled
by the integration of stories to the story space.

At a finer level of details we may add a triggeringevent, apreconditionand apostcondition
to each action, i.e. we specify exactly, under which conditions an action can be executed
and which effects it will have.
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Looking at scenarios or the whole story space from a different angle, we may concentrate
on the flow of actions:

• For the purpose of storyboarding actions can be treated as being atomic, i.e. we
are not yet interested in how an underlying database might be updated. Then each
action also belongs to a uniquely determined scene.

• Actions have pre- and postconditions, so we can use annotations to express condi-
tions that must hold before or after an action is executed.

• Actions can be executed sequentially or parallel, and we must allow (demonic)
choice between actions.

• Actions can be iterated.

• By adding an action with no effect we can then also express optionality and iteration
with at least one execution.

These possibilities to combine actions lead to operators of an algebra, which we will call
a story algebra. Thus, we can describe a story space by an element of a suitable story
algebra. We should, however, note already that story algebras have to be defined as being
many-sorted in order to capture the association of actions with scenes.

In order to describe scenarios (or the whole story space) we use the languageSiteLang
from [DT01]. This languages uses standard process algebra constructors for sequences,
parallel execution, choice, iteration as well as guards and post-guards.

Formally, letS = {s1, . . . , sn} be a set of scenes, and letA = {α1, . . . , αk} be a set of
(atomic) actions. Furthermore, assume a mappingσ : A → S, i.e. with each actionα ∈ A
we associate a sceneσ(α). Then define inductively the set ofprocessesP = P(A,S)
determined byA andS. Furthermore, we can extendσ to a partial mappingP → S. We
use notation that highlights the relationship to Kleene algebras with tests:

• Each actionα ∈ A is also a process, i.e.α ∈ P, and the associated sceneσ(α) is
already given.

• 1 and0 are processes, for whichσ is undefined.1 is a process with no effect, while0
is not executable. These processes are usually calledskip andfail , respectively.

• If p1 andp2 are processes, then also thesequencep1 ·p2 is a process. Furthermore, if
σ(p1) = σ(p2) = s or one of thepi is 1, thenσ(p1 ·p2) is also defined and equalss,
otherwise it is undefined. We take the freedom to write alsop1p2 instead ofp1 · p2.

• If p1 andp2 are processes, then also theparallel processp1‖p2 is a process. Fur-
thermore, ifσ(p1) = σ(p2) = s or one of thepi is 1, thenσ(p1‖p2) is also defined
and equalss, otherwise it is undefined. However, for the purpose of reasoning about
storyboarding it is advantageous to usep1 · p2 instead ofp1‖p2 and to assume com-
mutativity, i.e.p1p2 = p2p1 in this case.
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• If p1 andp2 are processes, then also thechoicep1 + p2 is a process. Furthermore, if
σ(p1) = σ(p2) = s or one of thepi is 1, thenσ(p1 + p2) is also defined and equals
s, otherwise it is undefined.

• If p is a process, then also theiteration p∗ is a process withσ(p∗) = σ(p), if σ(p)
is defined.

• If p is a process andϕ is a boolean condition, then theguarded processϕ · p and the
post-guarded processp · ϕ are processes withσ(ϕp) = σ(pϕ) = σ(p), if σ(p) is
defined.

• In addition, we useϕ ·ψ to denote logical conjunction,ϕ+ψ to denote disjunction,
andϕ̄ to denote negation. Then1 and0 stand for true and false, respectively.

Note that the overloaded use of+ for disjunction and choice, of· for conjunction and
sequence, of1 for true andskip , and of0 for false andfail does not cause problems
[Ko97]. In [ST04] it was shown that this definition of a process algebra defines indeed a
many-sorted Kleene algebra with tests, where the sorts are the scenes.

The following process describes activities in on-line loan applications. Basically, we have
a part dealing with the application for two types of loans, home loans and mortgages, and
a part dealing with their assessment.

( enterloan system
( ( ϕ0 look at loansat a glance +

( ϕ1 requesthomeloan details
( look at homeloan samples + 1 )ϕ3 ) +

( ϕ2 requestmortgagedetails
( look at mortgagesamples +skip ) ϕ4 ) )∗ ϕ5 )

( selecthomeloan{ϕ6} + selectmortgage{ϕ7} )
( ( ϕ6 ( provideapplicantdetails

( provideapplicantdetails +skip )
( describeloan purpose enteramountrequested

enterincomedetails )
selecthl termsandconditions )ϕ8 ) +

( ϕ7 ( provideapplicantdetails provideapplicantdetails∗

( describeobject entermortgageamount
describesecurities∗ )

( enterincomedetails enterobligations∗ )
( ( ϕ̄12 selectm termsandconditions

calculatepayments )∗

ϕ12 selectm termsandconditions ) )ϕ9 ) )
confirm application(ϕ10 + ϕ11) ) +

( enterloan assessment
( (selecthl application asesshl application(ϕ13 + ϕ14)

( ϕ13 ( ( rejecthl applicationϕ15 ) +
( ( (ϕ̄14ϕ̄15) explorehl alternative
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( modify hl application + 1 ))∗ (ϕ14 + ϕ15) ))) +
( ϕ14 ( ( accepthl applicationϕ16 ) +

( explorehl alternative
( modify hl application + 1 )∗ ϕ16 )))) +

( selectm application assessm application(ϕ17 + ϕ18)
( ( ϕ17 arrangemeeting(ϕ19 + ϕ20) ) +
( ϕ18 acceptm applicationϕ20 )))))

involving the conditions

ϕ0 ≡ informationaboutloan typesneeded ϕ3 ≡ homeloansknown

ϕ1 ≡ informationabouthomeloansneeded ϕ4 ≡ mortgagesknown

ϕ2 ≡ informationaboutmortgagesneeded ϕ5 ≡ availableloansknown

ϕ8 ≡ homeloan applicationcompleted ϕ6 ≡ homeloan selected

ϕ9 ≡ mortgageapplicationcompleted ϕ7 ≡ mortgageselected

ϕ10 ≡ appliedfor homeloan ϕ11 ≡ appliedfor mortgage

ϕ12 ≡ paymentoptionsclear ϕ13 ≡ hl critical

ϕ14 ≡ hl acceptable ϕ15 ≡ hl rejected

ϕ16 ≡ hl accepted ϕ17 ≡ m critical

ϕ18 ≡ m acceptable ϕ19 ≡ mortgagerejected

ϕ20 ≡ mortgageaccepted

Using

α1 = enterloan system α2 = look at loansat a glance

α3 = requesthomeloan details α4 = requestmortgagedetails

α5 = look at homeloan samples α6 = look at mortgagesamples

α7 = selecthomeloan α8 = provideapplicantdetails

α9 = describeloan purpose α10 = enteramountrequested

α11 = enterincomedetails α12 = selecthl termsandconditions

α13 = selectmortgage α14 = describeobject

α15 = entermortgageamount α16 = describesecurities

α17 = enterobligations α18 = selectm termsandconditions

α19 = calculatepayments α20 = confirm application

α21 = enterloan assessmentα22 = selecthl application

α23 = assesshl application α24 = rejecthl application

α25 = explorehl alternative α26 = modify hl application

α27 = accepthl application α28 = selectm application

α29 = assessm application α30 = arrangemeeting

α31 = acceptm application
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we can rewrite the story space by the process expression

(α1((ϕ0α2 + ϕ1α3(α5 + 1)ϕ3 + ϕ2α4(α6 + 1)ϕ4)∗ϕ5)(α7ϕ6 + α13ϕ7)
(ϕ6α8(α8 + 1)α9α10α11α12ϕ8 + ϕ7α8α

∗
8α14α15α

∗
16α11α17(ϕ12α18α19)∗ϕ12α18ϕ9)

α20(ϕ10 + ϕ11))+
(α21((α22α23(ϕ13 + ϕ14)(ϕ13((α24ϕ15) + (((ϕ14 + ϕ15)α25(α26 + 1))∗(ϕ14 + ϕ15))))

+(ϕ14((α27ϕ16) + (α25(α26 + 1)∗ϕ16))))+
(α28α29(ϕ17 + ϕ18)((ϕ17α30(ϕ19 + ϕ20)) + (ϕ18α31ϕ20)))))

together with the constraints

α9α10 = α10α9, α9α11 = α11α9, α11α10 = α10α11,

α14α15 = α15α14, α14α16 = α16α14, α16α15 = α15α16, α11α17 = α17α11,

ϕ5ϕ0 = 0, ϕ5ϕ1 = 0, ϕ5ϕ2 = 0, ϕ10ϕ11 = 0, ϕ6ϕ7 = 0

In [ST04] it has been shown how to exploit equational reasoning with Kleene algebras
with test to personalise the story space.

3 Obligations and Rights Associated with Roles

The presence of roles indicates a particular purpose of the system. For instance, in an
on-line loan systems we may wish to distinguish betweencustomerswho apply for home
loans and mortgages andbank clerkswho assess these applications, ask for modifications
or suggest them, and decide on acceptance or rejection of applications. For instance, in the
simplified story space in the previous section we have a clear distinction between the al-
ternative starting withα1 = enterloan system, which indicates the application part of the
system used by customers, and the alternative starting withα21 = enterloan assessment,
which indicates the assessment part used by bank clerks.

A role is defined by the set of actions that a user with this role may execute. Thus, we first
associate with each scene in the story space a set of role names, i.e. whenever a user comes
across a particular scene, s/he will have to have one of these roles. Furthermore, a role is
usually associated with obligations and rights, i.e. which actions have to be executed or
which scenes are disclosed.

An obligationspecifies what a user in a particular role has to do. Aright specifies what
a user in a particular role is permitted to do. Both obligations and rights together lead to
complex deontic integrity constraints. We use the following logical languageL adopted
from [ES99] for this purpose:

• All propositional atoms used in the story space are also atoms ofL.

• If α is an action on scenes andr is a role associated withs, thenO do(r, α) is an
atom ofL.
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• If α is an action on scenes andr is a role associated withs, thenP do(r, α) is an
atom ofL.

• If α is an action on scenes andr is a role associated withs, thenF do(r, α) is an
atom ofL.

• If α is an action on scenes andr is a role associated withs, thendo(r, α) is an atom
of L.

• Forϕ,ψ ∈ L we also have that̄ϕ, ϕ · ψ, ϕ+ ψ are formulae inL. Then we use the
usual shortcutsϕ→ ψ for ϕ̄+ ψ, andϕ↔ ψ for (ϕ̄+ ψ)(ϕ+ ψ̄).

Informally, O do(r, α) means that a user with roler is obliged to perform actionα.
P do(r, α) means that a user with roler is permitted to perform actionα, andF do(r, α)
means that a user with roler is forbidden to perform actionα. Furthermore,do(r, α)
means that a user in roler actually does executeα.

We use this logic to formulate deontic constraints on the story space. Then a WIS turns
into a group-oriented WIS, if there are constraints that link actions by one role to actions
by another role, i.e. a global goal can only be achieved, if a group of users in different roles
collaborate. In this way, complex business rules can be expressed as deontic constraints to
the story space.

In the on-line loan application example that we used in the previous section we may iden-
tify several deontic constraints. For instance,

ϕ6 + ϕ7 → O do(customer, α8)

specifies that a customer who has selected a home loan or a mortgage is obliged to provide
personal details of the applicant(s).

ϕ7 → O do(customer, α16) ·O do(customer, α17)

expresses that if a mortgage is selected, a customer has to provide securities and obliga-
tions.

ϕ10 + ϕ11 → O do(clerk, α21)

specifies that if a home loan or mortgage has been applied for, a bank clerk will have to
enter the loan assessment part of the system. This links customers to bank clerks, in par-
ticular, asϕ10 corresponds to a completed application for a home loan by a customer, and
ϕ11 corresponds to a completed application for a mortgage. If these were simple actions,
sayα andβ, respectively, they could have been expressed byϕ10 ↔ do(customer, α) and
ϕ11 ↔ do(customer, β), but we only permitted simple actions in the deontic atoms.

ϕ13 → P do(clerk, α24) ·P do(clerk, α26)

expresses that if the assessment of a home loan shows that the application is critical, the
bank clerk is permitted to reject the application. S/he is also permitted to modify the appli-
cation. According to the story space, only one of these activities will be taken. Similarly,

ϕ14 → F do(clerk, α24) ·P do(clerk, α26)
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specifies that if the assessment of a home loan shows that the application is acceptable, the
bank clerk is not permitted to reject the application. However, s/he may still modify the
application, e.g. if this turns out to be advantageous for the customer.

ϕ18 → do(clerk, α31)

and
ϕ17 → do(clerk, α30)

express that in case a mortgage application is acceptable, the bank clerk will accept it,
whereas in case it turns out to be critical the bank clerk will arrange a meeting to discuss
the problems and possible options.

do(clerk, α30) · do(customer, α1) → ϕ19

specifies that if a bank clerk arranges a meeting to discuss mortgage options, but the cus-
tomer does not enter the loan system for a revised application, the mortgage application
will be rejected.

Let us conclude this section with a brief discussion of the semantics of our logic, for which
we use status sets. Astatus setof L is simply a setS of atoms satisfying

P do(r, α) ∈ S iff F do(r, α) /∈ S

If Σ is a set of constraints described as formulae inL, then we say that the status setS
is feasibleiff it satisfiesΣ in the usual propositional sense, i.e.S determines the truth
values of the atoms, and the usual interpretation for negation, conjunction and disjunction
applies. Furthermore, we callS closediff we have

O do(r, α) ∈ S ⇒ P do(r, α) ∈ S
O do(r, α) ∈ S ⇒ do(r, α) ∈ S
do(r, α) ∈ S ⇒ P do(r, α) ∈ S

Obviously, we can use these rules to build the closure of any status set. A sequenceS0 →
S1 → · · · → Sn is enablediff all Si are closed and feasible with respect toΣ, and for each
i = 0, . . . , n− 1 there is some actionαi and some roler with do(r, αi) ∈ Si such that the
excution ofαi will produce the status setSi+1 and the sequence of actionsα0, α1, . . . , αn

is permitted by the story space.

In [WM91, WM93] it has been shown how deontic logic can be modelled by multi-modal
logics which allows the rules for modal logics to be applied to our deontic logic.

4 Conclusion

In this article we approached the specification of obligations and rights of roles in web
information systems. On the basis of an algebraic story space specification, which in fact
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leads to a many-sorted Kleene algebra with tests, we introduced a deontic action logic. In
a nutshell this logic allow to specify conditions, under which actions by a particular role
are permitted, forbidden or obliged, and conditions for their actal execution. A WIS turns
into a group-oriented WIS, if there are constraints that link actions by one role to actions
by another role. The deontic logic will direct the navigation of a user in a particular role
through the system by forbidding certain actions, unless some deontic pre-conditions are
satidfied. Furthermore, the logic permits deciding whether goals of group-oriented tasks
can be reached or not. This is achieved by using a semantics based on sequences of feasible
status sets.

This formalisation of story spaces and deontic constraints can be used in two ways to
reason about the specification of group-oriented web information systems. The fact that
we obtain a many-sorted Kleene algebra with tests can be used for equational reasoning.
One application of equational reasoning is the personalisation of the story space, which
basically means to simplify the algebraic story space expression according to preference
rules and intentions that are modelled by postconditions. This approach has been described
in [ST04]. In addition, we can reason about the deontic logic, which can tell us, whether a
certain common goal can be achieved or not.

So far, our approach to reasoning about story boards in purely propositional. Thus, the
interesting challenging question is what can be achieved by combining the deontic logic
developed in this article with the specification of media types that support the individual
scenes [ST04]. Fortunately, if we restrict our attention to a clausal-form logic as in [ES99],
some results are still possible. However, the general approach would also require that we
switch from Kleene algebras with test to general dynamic logic [HKT00]. These two
problems constitute major areas of future research.
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